
Speaking The Truth in Love 
God’s Gospel Plan for Unity



Speaking The Truth in Love 

u Various Human Responses to Truth

u embrace and run towards it

u afraid and run from it

u “present the alternative facts”, or make “the lie to be the truth”

u offended and angered by truth

u Responses are Like Parable-of-Sower-and-The-Soils:  (Luke 8:4-15)

u Varied results for same planted seed depended on soil condition: 

u 1) roadside, 2) rocky, 3) thorny, and 4) good fertile soils  

u Truth is either: 

u firmly rejected; 

u somewhat accepted with insufficient understanding; 

u or fully embraced and accepted
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Source of Truth
u The Source of  All Truth

u The word truth is a noun. 

u Occurs 237 times in KJV.

u Synonyms: fact, certainty, actuality, precision, exactness, or legitimacy.

u Occurs 27 times in John’s gospel account – More than any other NT book

u Occurs 41 times in Psalms  – More than any other OT book

u The word true is the adjective of truth. 

u Occurs 81 times in KJV.

u Synonyms: real, genuine, actual, valid, authentic, verifiable, rightful, or sincere.
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Source of Truth
u The Source of  All Truth  

u Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth, and the life…  (John 14:6)

u He prayed we would be “sanctified (set apart)”  (John 17:17)

u His word = His truth

u He promised his disciples that, He would send them a Helper   (John 14:23-26,  16:13)

u The Spirit of truth, who would: 

u 1) teach them all things; 

u 2) bring to their remembrance all things that He had taught, 

u 3) guide them into all truth, and 

u 4) tell them all things that would come.

u The Bible is God’s inspired word, and is absolutely the most trustworthy source of all truth

u (1Th 2:13 NKJV)
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Truth - knowledge and understanding
u Truth defines sin and Convicts us of sin (Rom 7:7, 1 John 3:4) 

u Sin is lawlessness

u We are tempted and drawn by our uncontrolled desires. (James 1:12-14)

u Truth defines the consequences of sin (James 1:15; Gal 2:4, 4:3, 4:9,  5:1)

u Spiritual death and bondage.
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Jesus Calls Phillip and
Phillip Invites Nathanael - (John 1:43-49)

u Jesus Christ called on Phillip to follow Him

u Phillip found and extended Jesus’ invitation to Nathanael

u Why did Nathaniel doubtfully ask Phillip, “Can anything good come out of Nazareth” ? ___________

u Was everyone in Nazareth evil, which is the opposite of good? ____________

u Consider Samuel the prophet at the house of Jesse to anoint the new king (1 Sam 16:1-7)

u The had already provided (selected) the new king among Jesse’s sons 

u But, Samuel looked at Eliab and was sure that he was the chosen one.

u The LORD refused Eliab plus 6 others…. A total of 7 sons of Jesse.

u The LORD had already selected David, the 8th and youngest to be anointed King.  

u Why did Jesse choose not to initially bring and present David along with his other 7 sons?

u “…man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart.” (1 Sam 16:7)
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Partiality Based on 
Character Neutral Attributes:
u Partiality, Synonyms: (bias, prejudice, preconception and favoritism)

u Bible Truth:

u James 2:1-9

u James 3:17

u Character Neutral Attributes, (CNAs)

u “…man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart.”(1 Sam 16:7)

u We are all descendants of Adam and Eve (Gen 5:1-4), 

u Each of us have genetic physical attributes of which we had no choice,… 

u These genetic CNAs help make us unique by divine design.

u Gender, male or female; height, tall or short; natural eye color; 

u natural hair color and/or texture; hair quantity, thick or bald; 

u variation in size and shape of basic facial features; and 

u even skin color 7



Partiality Based on 
Character Neutral Attributes:
u Other external, non-genetic CNAs that are attributable to: 

u what country, state, city or family we were born into, 

u Various respective spoken languages and/or 

u inherited generational wealth.

u CNAs don’t make use us good or evil, 
u CNAs cannot, do not and should not be used to define who we are.  

u Regrettably, like Jesse, Samuel and Nathanael, we all find ourselves falling into this trap to one degree or 
another.   

u When we consciously or sub-consciously make character, judgements based solely on outward appearances 
or any other CNA it is partiality. 

u The truth is “...if we show partiality, we commit sin.

u When we consciously or sub-consciously elevate ourselves at the expense of and to the detriment of others 
by viewing them as inferior we commit sin.  Consider:

u Self-righteous attitude portrayed in The Parable of Pharisee and the Tax Collector (Luke 18:9-14) 

u The apostle Paul’s relevant warning and commentary about this matter (2 Cor 10:12)
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We are All Made in The Image of God
We Can Be Fruit Inspectors:
u “Do not judge according to appearance, but judge with righteous judgment.”  (John 7:24)

u Truth gives us the ability to be Fruit Inspectors (Mat 12:33-35)

u Each and every soul is made in the image of God (Gen 1:26-27), and therefore deserves a 
reasonable level of dignity and respect.  Remember the Golden Rule:

u “Therefore, whatever you want men to do to you, do also to them, for this is the Law 
and the Prophets.” (Mat 7:12)
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